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Abstract

Service discovery is vital in enabling interoperability of dis-
tributed service-based applications. In mobile ad hoc net-
works (MANETs), discovery must cope not only with transient
communication but also with an environment in which mobile
nodes are autonomous and connectivity is opportunistic. The
use of syntactic service interfaces in MANETs requires a priori
agreement on interface names, limiting node autonomy and the
range of provided services. A more flexible discovery mecha-
nism can be provided with the use of ontologies. Since the use
of a single ontology to describe all services also requires a pri-
ori agreement on a common semantic representation, a more
realistic assumption is the use of heterogeneous ontologies.
However, this assumption poses many technical challenges by
requiring a mechanism to match the different ontologies and
make provided services available to all nodes. This paper
presents a model to support such semantic service discovery
in MANETs. A core part of the model is the distributed ap-
proach to ontology matching and service discovery. We rely on
the use of a novel gossip protocol to randomly disseminate on-
tology concepts, thereby creating a semantic overlay network.
We present the gossip protocol and an evaluation demonstrat-
ing its scalability and discovery properties.

1 Introduction

The composition of software applications as a set of modu-
lar services that can be advertised and discovered on demand is
considered a key element in the interoperability of distributed
applications. Current service description and discovery mech-
anisms in fixed networks e.g., SLP [11], Jini [2], UPnP [17],
etc., and in MANETs e.g., [4], [10], [12], rely on standard-
ised syntactic interfaces to achieve the necessary consensus
that makes advertising and discovery possible. While this is
usually sufficient for environments that are not very dynamic
or are centrally administered, it poses a serious problem when
one requires opportunistic interaction in distributed environ-
ments. This is a challenge that is currently faced by open sys-
tems such as peer to peer and mobile ad hoc networks.

In MANETs, the challenge in service discovery lies in en-
gineering efficient and scalable discovery protocols, while also

using service descriptions that are sufficiently expressive. Al-
though syntactic interfaces provide a simple and practical de-
scription, they are less expressive and require a degree of stan-
dardisation to be meaningful. It has been argued in [9] and [1]
that ontologies can serve as a flexible service description vo-
cabulary and as an appropriate mechanism for the discovery
and semantic matchmaking of services. Work in the area of se-
mantic services for MANETs has been limited, with the excep-
tion of the Group-based Service Discovery Protocol (GSD) [4],
where every node is required to specify services in a common
domain ontology.

However, given the opportunistic networking aspect of
MANETs, it would seem inappropriate to assume that a single
ontology will be used by every mobile node. It is more real-
istic to apply the same decentralised properties that permeate
communication to the semantic layer. This semantic decentral-
isation corresponds to heterogeneous ontologies that are devel-
oped autonomously and are maintained at individual nodes.

Current research trends in data semantics and ontologies
have started to expand the basic assumption of a common uni-
fied schema that is known by all participants [21]. It is now
assumed that knowledge will be distributed and even meta-
data will be developed autonomously. Since a shared under-
standing is still required for meaningful semantic interpreta-
tion, an ontology matching process is needed to produce a sin-
gle shared ontology from heterogeneous ontologies. However,
even in settings where computational resources are plentiful
and the network topology is relatively stable, availability of
network resources e.g., WordNet [18], or expert intervention
may still be required to resolve semantic mismatches. In ad
hoc networks the problem is compounded by limited resources,
a requirement for fully automated operation, and failure-prone
communication.

We demonstrate one aspect of this problem, namely the pro-
cessing cost of ontology matching in Table 1.

It displays the overhead in terms of time taken for perform-
ing syntactic matching between two ontologies. These test
ontologies are of different sizes and are composed of con-
cepts containing a variable number of properties. Concepts
model similar classes of objects and in the domain of Knowl-
edge Representation (KR) concepts are composed in hierar-
chies representing domains of interest. The processing time
is an indication of the expected overhead when simple string
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Properties
Concepts 0 1 2 3

10 0.2410 0.4455 0.7162 1.0374
20 0.5557 1.2816 2.2467 3.3018
30 1.0649 2.5754 4.5777 6.9349
40 1.6876 4.2554 7.7056 11.5536

Table 1. Time in seconds required for the pair-
wise matching between concepts of two on-
tologies in a Compaq IPAQ H3870 running
linux. The matching algorithm is a simple string
matching of concept names, properties and
their types.

matching algorithms are used to match different ontologies.
The table shows that even simple matching between average
sized ontologies can create excessive load. An alternative ap-
proach that alleviates some of the performance bottlenecks as-
sociated with centralised matching is the matching of ontolo-
gies in a partial and progressive fashion. The inherent dis-
tribution properties of partial matching also make it an ideal
candidate for MANETs.

1.1 Problem Statement and Contribution

The problem investigated in this paper is expressed as fol-
lows: MANET services that are developed independently and
described by different domain ontologies introduce the require-
ment for network-wide semantic integration and distributed
service discovery.

The work presented here describes a distributed and scal-
able model as a solution to the above problem. We assume
that ontologies are composed of concepts and that services are
specified using these concepts. Specifically, this paper pro-
poses a model to facilitate progressive ontology matching and
concept-based service discovery. At the core of the model is
a partial view, called the concept view, which nodes maintain
over all available concepts and a gossip protocol that period-
ically disseminates a randomised set of concepts. The execu-
tion of a matching algorithm in each node enables an even util-
isation of resources, while the inherent replication stemming
from the partial views aids the process of semantic service dis-
covery. The intuition behind this model is to augment the se-
mantic knowledge of each node by progressively matching all
concepts, and to replicate part of this knowledge in every node.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we provide
an introduction to the model and explain as to how it facili-
tates the distributed discovery of semantic services. Section 3
describes the details of the gossip based protocol and the ontol-
ogy matching algorithm. Section 4 presents an implementation
with ns-2 and the evaluation results, and we conclude with the
state of the art and final remarks in sections 5 and 6.

2 A Model for Semantic Service Discovery in
MANETs

In an Internet environment, a host of semantic service stan-
dards, e.g., WSDL-S, OWL-S, WSMO, and discovery proto-
cols, e.g., UDDI, SOAP, are available to enhance service inter-
operability and enable service interaction. In addition, many
different network topologies (e.g., centralised UDDI directo-
ries, decentralised P2P) can be used depending on the required
discovery properties. Two central assumptions about this envi-
ronment are the persistence of references and the availability
of resources. Even with a decentralised network topology, a
modest assumption about longevity of ontology references can
be made. Clients need only know a URI reference to obtain an
ontology. On the other hand, resource availability means that
sophisticated schemes can be devised for matching ontologies
and discovery of services.

The above assumptions do not hold when mobile nodes
form an ad hoc network. The transient nature of communi-
cation means that even the weakest assumptions about the ex-
istence of ontology references cannot be guaranteed. Only on-
tologies maintained by currently connected nodes can be refer-
enced and only for the period that nodes remain connected. It
also needs to be taken into account that physical resources e.g.,
battery life, CPU power, and bandwidth are scarce and require
consideration when trying to exchange and match different on-
tologies.

2.1 Mo del Description

The model assumes that mobile nodes can be both providers
and consumers of services. Once in range to an ad hoc net-
work, each node will execute the gossip protocol, thereby ad-
vertising its semantic content. Discovery queries are then ini-
tiated on demand by service-based applications that require
non-local functionality. Initial identification of other nodes is
handled by a specialised bootstrap protocol, which discovers
other participants and advertises the new node’s presence. The
bootstrap procedure can also be used to establish connectiv-
ity between two or more nodes that are not yet part of any
network. Without loss of generality, each node may maintain
multiple ontologies, which are treated as a single ontology by
the model.

The model specification uses concepts as the core abstrac-
tion and randomisation as the main process. The specification
begins by considering a finite set of concepts that are split uni-
formly across nodes. The aim is to compare all concepts in
a pair-wise fashion by using all available nodes, while at the
same time providing a concept replication pattern that scales as
both number of nodes and number of concepts increase. The
model works on the assumption that both ontologies and se-
mantic queries can be easily decomposed into their constituent
concepts. To simplify the description of the model, each node
is assumed to know every other node. In reality, the model
only requires each node to know a subset of the participating
nodes.

Initially, each node randomly selects a fixed number of its
concepts and transmits them to a random but fixed number of
destination nodes. In subsequent steps, each node produces a
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union between the received concepts and those from its own
ontology and performs the same random selection and trans-
mission of concepts. To prevent the eventual replication of all
concepts into all nodes, the model restricts both the retrans-
mission of received concepts and the distance over which they
may propagate. This restriction is necessary to allow the model
to scale when the number of concepts increases. The restric-
tion is facilitated with the use of two constraint parameters, a
transmission threshold (age) and a propagation threshold (time
to live).

The model also requires each participating node to con-
tribute a fraction of its resources for ontology matching and
replication. Ontology matching uses the pair-wise concept
comparison in tandem with the randomised concept exchange
to obtain network-wide semantic agreement in a progressive
and distributed fashion. The replication pattern that is derived
from concept exchange is also used for concept discovery. In
particular, a discovery query follows a random path until it
identifies concepts that are similar to the query’s constituent
concepts. Replication guarantees that similar concepts will be
found in a probabilistically bound number of hops.

Such a model offers a scalable mechanism for the discov-
ery of autonomous semantic services and an efficient way to
match heterogeneous ontologies. It is scalable because each
node maintains only partial semantic metadata and efficient
because matching load is progressive and distributed across all
nodes. This paper describes the gossip protocol that provides
the substrate for discovery. The actual discovery process is
elaborated in [20].

3 System Model

This section provides the set of system assumptions and no-
tation used throughout the rest of the paper. The model con-
siders an ad hoc network as composed of a set N of mobile
nodes. A subsetM = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nM} ⊆ N of size M are the
participants who maintain ontologies and share services. All
nodes are addressed by a unique identifier (id). Nodes that are
not participants need only have the basic capability of forward-
ing packets. In the general case, forwarding can be facilitated
using an optimised flooding protocol such as SMURF [24]. In
the current implementation, a custom flooding protocol is used
that simply rebroadcasts received packets that have not been
seen before to all one-hop neighbours. It is assumed that all
nodes communicate using a fixed-range, wireless medium e.g.,
IEEE 802.11b, and that a unicast routing protocol e.g., AODV,
OLSR, etc., is available.

Each node ni ∈ M maintains three different views. The
views are denoted as follows: VOi for the ontology view, VCi for
the concept view, and VNi for the node view.

The ontology view represents a node’s ontology as a fixed
set of concepts, VOi = {c i1 , . . . , c iG}, where c il ∈ V

O

i ,1 ≤
l ≤ G is a concept in the ontology of source node ni and G

represents the maximum number of concepts in the ontology
view per node. The model assumes that these ontologies are
static, so this view allows no additions or deletions of concepts
for the duration of the protocol’s execution. This assumption
is reasonable as ontologies are structured metadata, meaning

they are specified during application design and do not change
often.

A node’s concept view includes the set of concepts that
are received from other nodes, and does not allow duplicate
concepts or concepts that exist already in the node’s ontology
view. We represent this view as VCi ⊆ {c kl | c kl ∈ V

O

k , k ∈
M− {ni},1 ≤ l ≤ G}, where c kl represents a concept from
any ontology view except that of node ni . The gossip protocol
ensures the concept view maintains the following properties. It
is:

• probabilistically bound – the concept view is not con-
strained by a fixed size, rather the protocol guarantees
that a certain view size is associated with a probability.
The intent of the different gossip parameters is to keep
the concept view partial, i.e., with a certain probability it
should maintain only a subset of the total number of con-
cepts,

• evolving – the gossip protocol constantly inserts and re-
moves concepts,

• a simple random sample – each view does not contain
a set of concepts that concretely describe a knowledge
domain, rather it contains randomised concepts that can
belong to any of the available ontologies. Furthermore,
each view contains a set of concepts that is independent
from any other view.

The node view is a set of node identifiers, VNi ⊆ {nk | k ∈
M−{ni}}. Like the concept view it does not allow duplicate
node identifiers and can not contain the node’s own identifier.
It is a membership view that has similar properties to those
found in recent gossip protocols [7, 14, 16]. The node view is:

• fixed-size – contrary to the concept view, the node view
does not automatically adapt to an ever-increasing group
size. More sophisticated protocols have been proposed
that adapt the size of the membership view as the group
size increases [8], but that is outside the scope of this pa-
per. The node view is also intended to be partial, i.e., it
does not contain the complete list of all participants,

• uniform – the probability that a node identifier exists in
a node view is the same for all node identifiers. In other
words, if we merge all node views, each node identifier
will have the same frequency of appearance,

• randomised – the distribution of identifiers in the node
views is a random distribution.

The node view is populated during a bootstrap phase and is
subsequently maintained by the gossip protocol. The conse-
quence of maintaining the two partial views, VN and VC, is that
no node holds complete knowledge of all participating nodes
or all ontology concepts. This enables the model to scale in
terms of both nodes and concepts and forms the core of the
matching and discovery processes.

The gossip protocol is completely characterised by the fol-
lowing parameters:

• Fc – the concept fanout specifies the number of concepts
a source node includes in a gossip message,
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• Fn – the node fanout specifies the number of destination
nodes a gossip message is sent to,

• Ta – the age parameter specifies the number of times a
node transmits a received concept before the concept is
removed from its concept view. For convenience we de-
fine the function age ( c ) that takes concept c as input and
returns its age,

• Tt – the time to live (ttl) value is assigned by each source
node to any concept that is selected for transmission from
its ontology view. It specifies the number of hops that
a concept will traverse before being discarded, i.e., the
number of retransmissions before the ttl value reaches
zero.

3.1 Gossip Protocol

3.1.1 Bootstrapping

A node must first populate its node view with a partial mem-
bership of other participants, before being allowed to gossip.
A simple bootstrapping protocol helps achieve this. The boot-
strapping protocol is based on a simple expanding ring search
and is used when a new node enters an ad hoc network or failed
node wishes to rejoin. An initial request is first flooded through
the network with each receiving node sending a reply back to
the source node with some probability. During this initial ex-
change, both source and receiving nodes populate their node
views with the node ids found on these initial messages. Using
definitions borrowed from the gossip literature [5], the boot-
strap protocol is a pull gossip while the normal protocol execu-
tion is a push gossip. A node enters normal protocol execution
when it receives enough responses to allow its node view size
to exceed a user-defined threshold.

3.1.2 Gossip Protocol

The gossip protocol described here is executed by each par-
ticipating node with the aim to facilitate semantic agreement
and provide a semantic overlay through concept replication.
The specification is given in terms of actions taken during the
reception and transmission of a gossip message. A gossip mes-
sage is used to encapsulate a fixed number of random concepts.
The protocol uses a gossip push mechanism to disseminate in-
formation and contrary to other gossip protocols in domains
such as multicast and failure detection, it randomly replicates
a potentially large, but finite set of data items (concepts) across
all nodes.

Using the epidemic terminology, we consider each concept
as a “virus”. Initially, all nodes but one are regarded as sus-
ceptible. A gossip transmission from the initial infective node
will then “infect” a random but fixed number of other nodes.
Subsequent infective nodes maintain each virus (concept) until
certain conditions are met in which case the virus is removed.
During the period of infection, a node can infect other suscep-
tible nodes. It follows that nodes with a non-empty concept
view are infected by multiple viruses and each node is always
susceptible if a virus is not in its concept view.

Listing 1 Gossip Transmission
1: //GossipMessage represents the network packet
2: Every t ms at node j
3: Choose { c k 1 , . . . , c k Fc

}, k ∈ M random concepts from
VOj

⋃
VCj

4: for all c ∈ {c k 1 , . . . , c k Fc
} do

5: if c ∈ VOj then
6: c.ttl ← Tt

7: end if
8: if c ∈ VCj ∧ age ( c ) = Ta then
9: VCj ← V

C

j − {c }
10: else if c ∈ VCj then
11: age ( c ) ← age ( c ) + 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: GossipMessage.concepts ← {c k 1 , . . . , c k Fc

}
15: //Reinforcement of membership view
16: Choose a random nid from VNj
17: GossipMessage.nodes ← { j, nid }
18: aV iew ← VNj − {nid }
19: //Select destination nodes
20: Choose Fn random nodes, {n1 , . . . , nFn

} from aV iew
21: for all nid ∈ {n1 , . . . , nFn

} do
22: send (nid, GossipMessage )
23: end for

Listing 1 describes the transmission of a gossip message.
Periodically, a node selects Fc concepts uniformly at random
from the union of the ontology and concept views (line 3). A
concept that is selected from the ontology view is augmented
with the ttl property (line 6), signifying the number of hops the
concept will be propagated before being dropped by the receiv-
ing node. If a concept is selected from the concept view and
has already been transmitted Ta times, it is removed from that
view (line 9). Selecting a fixed but random number of concepts
from the union of the two views is a simple algorithm that ex-
hibits desirable adaptive behaviour. During the initial stages of
gossip transmission, a node’s priority is to disseminate its own
ontology so that its semantic information is diffused through-
out the network. Since the concept view contains few elements
during the initial rounds, concepts from the ontology view have
a higher probability of being selected for transmission.

Each time a node transmits a gossip message, it also piggy-
backs a single node identifier from its own node view (line 16).
The random id together with the identifier of the sender (line
17), serve to reinforce the node view of the receiving node and
maintain a uniform distribution even after new admissions and
disconnections. The idea is to keep a fluctuating node view
across nodes, so that initial cluster effects disappear over time.

On reception of a gossip message, the receiving node ex-
ecutes the algorithm presented in Listing 2. The receiver
matches the set of concepts included in the gossip message
against its own stored concepts. This is shown in line 5 and
is the focus of Section 3.3. Subsequent to matching, lines 6
– 9 show that if a concept is not found in either the concept
or the ontology views and the concept’s ttl is greater than one,
it is stored in the receiver’s concept view and the concept’s ttl
value is decremented by one.
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Listing 2 Gossip Reception
1: //GossipMessage represents the gossip packet
2: On reception of a GossipMessage at node j
3: //Process received concepts
4: for all c ∈ GossipMessage.concepts do
5: Execute ontology matching algorithm between c and

VOj
⋃
VCj

6: if c /∈ VOj ∧ c /∈ VCj ∧ c.ttl > 1 then
7: c.ttl ← c.ttl − 1
8: VCj ← V

C

j

⋃
{c }

9: end if
10: end for
11: //Node view maintenance
12: for all nid ∈ GossipMessage.nodes do
13: if nid 6= j ∧ nid / ∈ VNj then
14: if |VNj | = Parameter NodeView then
15: Prune VNj by removing a random node id
16: end if
17: VNj ← V

N

j

⋃
{nid }

18: end if
19: end for

Through the ontology matching algorithm, each message
has the potential to create new associations between concepts
from different ontologies. Such associations are realised with
the use of metadata that are inserted into each concept. This
progressive aspect of ontology matching results in the follow-
ing network behaviour. The longer a node is connected to an ad
hoc network, the more likely it is that potential associations be-
tween its own and other ontologies will be identified. This pre-
vents nodes that are short-lived or transiently connected from
immediately overloading the network with the task of com-
plete ontology matching. A concept view size that is proba-
bilistically bound and a fixed concept fanout also ensure that
nodes are not overwhelmed with matching large ontologies.
Although the redundancy that is inherent in gossip protocols
can seem excessive, it is this very feature that allows progres-
sive matching through the exchange of concepts and scalable
discovery through concept replication.

The last action a receiver undertakes is node view related.
A simple algorithm derived from [7] is used, which maintains
the view’s fixed size while constantly updating it with a small
number of new identifiers. It is detailed in lines 12 – 18.

The effect of the randomised concept exchange is twofold:
first, the ontology matching component in each node can de-
rive semantic similarity relations between its stored concepts
and those received; second, replicated concepts can be used to
bound the number of hops required for discovery. The gossip
protocol is the basis of the model and provides the foundation
on top of which efficient distributed ontology matching and
semantic service discovery can take place.

3.2 Example Operation

A hypothetical gossip session with gossip parameters Fc =
3 ,Fn = 1 ,Ta = 1 , and Tt = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
assume that at round r , node i has an empty concept view and
an ontology view that contains three concepts, A, B, and C.

Figure 1. An example operation of the gossip
protocol over two rounds. The characteristic
parameters are Fc = 3 ,Fn = 1 ,Ta = 1 and Tt = 2 .

Node j exists in the node view of node i and is selected as the
destination for i ’s gossip transmission. Since all three concepts
exist in the ontology view, each one is assigned a new ttl value
of Tt = 2 . The gossip transmission is received by node j and
the three concepts are inserted into the concept view as j con-
tains none of these concepts. With each insertion, the concept’s
ttl value is decremented by one. An internal table that exists at
each participant and maps concepts to their current age is also
updated with the name of the concept and a default value of
zero.

During round r + 1 we observe node j . It is assumed that
node k exists in j ’s node view and that k is selected as the
gossip destination. Furthermore, the concept selection process
yields concepts A, B, and D as the gossip message content.
Since the age parameter is set to Ta = 1 , once a concept gets
selected from the concept view it is also removed. Hence, af-
ter transmission, only concept C remains in j ’s concept view,
with A and B being removed. Note however that any match-
ing associations that were established between A, B, or C and
j ’s ontology view concepts continue to persist. They will only
be removed once i disconnects. At the destination side, node
k examines the ttl values of the received concepts and after
matching A, B, and D with its own concepts, inserts D in its
concept view, since it is the only one with a ttl value greater
than one. Similar to the previous reception by node j , an entry
in the age table is created for the newly added concept.

3.3 Ontology Matching in MANETs

Many ontology matching techniques have been proposed
in the literature [6, 3]. However, specific properties of the
MANET environment and of our model restrict the choices of
a suitable matching algorithm. For example,

1. scarcity of physical resources – prevents the use of match-
ing techniques that require a lot of computational re-
sources,

2. transient communication – hampers time-consuming and
elaborate matching techniques, strengthening the need for
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a progressive matching approach,

3. randomisation – detaches concepts from their semantic
context. The gossip protocol selects concepts for trans-
mission independent of their adjacent concepts. As such,
the context of a concept, which is defined by its adjacent
concepts in the ontology graph is often not transmitted.
This makes challenging the usage of matching techniques
like the deep and intensive model in [3], where the context
of a concept is used to produce more accurate results.

The combination of the aforementioned factors necessitates
a lightweight and practical approach. Syntactical matching re-
quires less resources, so it is more appropriate in this context.
On the other hand, semantic matching can produce more ac-
curate integration but requires complex inferencing over com-
plete candidate ontologies. For the proof of concept implemen-
tation described in this paper we have used a model similar to
intermediate matching of the H-Match algorithm. A match be-
tween two concepts is recorded when their respective names
correspond and all of their properties match in both type and
name.

Contrary to other service discovery approaches, services per
se are not advertised. It is their constituent elements, concepts
in this case, that are advertised and discovered. This decompo-
sition of individual ontologies into concepts and their distribu-
tion across the network demands certain requirements from the
concept description. Ontology languages such as RDFS and
OWL were not designed for this task so our model requires
an augmented syntax for concepts that are distributed across a
network.

We call this syntax the network representation of a concept,
to distinguish it from its normal representation in a local ontol-
ogy. In short, the network representation aids pair-wise con-
cept matching and discovery of services by including refer-
ences to concept’s properties and source node identifiers. An
instance of a concept’s network representation is shown below:

<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="C">
<om:source rdf:resource="192.168.1.2"/>
<om:isSubClassOf rdf:resource="#B"/>
...
<om:hasProperty rdf:resource="P1"/>
<om:hasProperty rdf:resource="P2"/>
...

</rdfs:Class>

There is a dependency between a concept’s network rep-
resentation and the accuracy of the matching algorithm. A
network representation that contains only concept names will
make it difficult for any matching algorithms to produce an
accurate match. In the current prototype the network represen-
tation of each concept includes references not only to the set
of concept properties but also to the properties inherited from
its super concepts. This increases the per concept information,
which in turn enables more accurate concept matching.

Semantic similarity is established with the use of a transi-
tive and symmetric relation between two concepts. This occurs
only after the concept matching process has compared the two
concepts and has identified that they are semantically equiva-
lent. If c ix , c jy , and c kz represent concepts in VOi ,VOj ,VOk ; M

represents the matching relation; and a match exists between

c ix , c jy and also between c jy , c kz , the following matches are
also established:

1. c ix M c jy ⇒ c jy M c ix (symmetry)

2. c jy M c kz ⇒ c kz M c jy (symmetry)

3. c ix M c jy ∧ c jy M c kz ⇒ c ix M c kz (transitivity)

The exact semantics of the matching relation can vary and ul-
timately depend on the strength of the matching mechanism.
For this paper, the scope of matching is reduced to an equiva-
lence relation that is similar to the owl:equivalentClass
property in OWL. Other relation types are also possible, such
as the owl:kindOf or owl:partOf OWL predicates.

Fig. 2 illustrates the matching of concepts between two hy-
pothetical ontologies. The network representation for two of
the concepts is shown in each box. It contains the concept’s
name, its source node identifier, and a list of properties and
their range types. Similarity in both the names and properties
of concepts results in a bidirectional matching relationship, in
this case between the two concepts with name #C. A match is
realised as two extra predicates in the concept definition. These
predicates take as values the URI of the matched concept and
the address of its source node.

Figure 2. Creating matching associations be-
tween concepts.

Establishing these kind of transitive and symmetric rela-
tions in a decentralised way can easily lead to inconsistencies.
Matching ambiguities can arise especially if a more flexible
matching algorithm is used, e.g., one that uses a thesaurus or
Wordnet [18], instead of strict string matching. For exam-
ple, consider the distinct concepts c ix , c iy ∈ V

O

i and concept
c jz ∈ VOj . It is possible for a node to match c ix with c jz , while
another node matches concept c jz with c iy . Eventually, the
transitive relation c ix M c jz M c iy will be established in nodes
ni and nj . However, the two distinct concepts in node ni are
now matched through concept c jz . This problem can appear
when matching individual concepts rather than complete on-
tologies.

Aside from practical solutions to this problem, e.g., use of a
matching relation that is not transitive, such inconsistencies do
not affect the correctness of the model. The discovery process
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only requires the identity of a node from a matching relation
and not the actual name of the matching concept. This simpli-
fies the discovery algorithm and overcomes the above incon-
sistencies.

4 Implementation and Evaluation

The gossip protocol was implemented using the ns-2 simu-
lator. We used RDF(S) for describing the individual ontologies
as it is more lightweight than OWL-S, albeit with weaker infer-
ence semantics. The simulation uses an area of 1500m× 500m
with the cardinalities of node sets N andM being 70 and 42
respectively. For the mobility model we selected a steady-state
random waypoint model [22] for more accurate simulation re-
sults. Each node ontology is composed of 10 concepts, bring-
ing the total number of concepts to 420.

The purpose of the present evaluation is to demonstrate
the model fitness in terms of concept discovery and ontology
matching latency. We define concept discovery as a function of
the number of hops required before a concept is found. We use
a variation on the random walk algorithm to find a node that
contains the queried concept. Specifically, each node searches
both its concept and ontology views for the concepts that com-
pose the discovery query. If the concepts are not found, another
target node is selected randomly from the node view and the
discovery query is retransmitted to that target node. The sec-
ond evaluation criterion, ontology matching latency, is spec-
ified relative to the number of rounds required for complete
semantic agreement between all available ontologies.

Gossip protocols tend to involve a significant number of pa-
rameters. We have chosen to demonstrate the performance of
our protocol by varying the characteristic parameters of age
(Ta ) and ttl (Tt ). Since the goal of this paper is not to find the
optimum parameters for the gossip protocol, we have kept the
node and concept fanout at constant values. A node fanout of
two strikes a good balance between network traffic and match-
ing progress. Experiments in [7] with different fanout param-
eters have also concluded for a small value of Fn . For the con-
cept fanout, a value of four allows selected concepts to fit in
a single gossip transmission, which is encapsulated in a UDP
packet.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of concept view sizes
amongst nodes for different values of ttl and age. Incrementing
the value of age doubles on average the size of the view for
the same value of ttl. The age parameter increases replication
and hence discoverability, but requires increased storage and
processing resources.

Figure 4 depicts the infection progress. In this test, each
concept is considered a single “virus” that must infect all par-
ticipating nodes in order to complete the matching. We plot the
percentage of nodes that have been infected by a percentage of
concepts at certain round intervals. The actual matching ap-
proach used for this experiment establishes associations only
between the received concepts and concepts in the ontology
view of each node. Although this increases the matching la-
tency as compared to an approach that matches received con-
cepts with concepts in both the ontology and concept views,
it reduces processing overhead and duplication of effort. As
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Figure 3. The distribution of concept view sizes
between nodes.
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Figure 4. Infection spread as concepts infect
nodes.

shown in the figure, increasing age and ttl results in a higher
proportion of concepts infecting a higher proportion of nodes
in relatively fewer rounds.

Figure 5 displays the matching latency as each received
concept is matched against both the concept and ontology
views. The figure illustrates that pair-wise matching can be
achieved very quickly with the age and ttl parameters having
minor influence.

Finally, Fig. 6 plots the concept discovery performance as
a function of the number of hops required before a single con-
cept is found. We simulated discovery by having a random set
of nodes initiate a discovery query at regular intervals. Each
discovery query is for a concept that is known to exist but it is
not in the initiating node’s ontology view. During discovery a
node will first check its own concept view and if the concept
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Figure 5. Percentage of pair-wise concept
matching versus rounds.
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Figure 6. Distribution of concept discovery vs.
number of hops required.

is not found, a target node is chosen at random from its node
view. Predictably, the higher the replication of concepts across
the nodes the fewer hops a discovery query needs to traverse.

4.1 Discussion

The protocol presented here remains unoptimised in several
areas. In terms of the overhead associated with maintaining the
overlay network in each participant’s node view, most of the
optimisations applied in [15] can also apply here. However,
since this protocol operates higher in the application stack, in-
dependence from the routing layer is a major requirement. Al-
though we have used a reactive routing protocol (AODV) for
the simulations, we believe that a proactive routing protocol
like OLSR would give better performance as it would reduce
the need for constant route discoveries.

The protocol also requires an explicit leave operation,
whereby a node wishing to depart multicasts a leave request to
several participants chosen from its node view. Subsequently,

the leave request propagates through the network with receiv-
ing nodes removing matching associations from any concept
containing references to the departing node.

5 Related Work

The work presented in this paper is a synthesis of research in
semantic service discovery, ontology matching, and gossiping
protocols. The next paragraphs describe important results and
present the rationale behind some of our design decisions.

Initial research in service discovery for MANET environ-
ments included work mainly in distributed discovery protocols,
e.g., [14], [27], [13], [12]. However, this assumed strict a pri-
ori agreement on service names and interfaces so that services
could interoperate. Subsequent work, such as GSD [4] devel-
oped a service framework based on the semantic description of
services. However, it was based upon the implicit assumption
that nodes maintain a common global ontology.

Research on semantic service discovery has been primarily
motivated by the rise of the Semantic Web as a platform for
the uncoordinated exchange of information. Through the use
of semantic inference and ontologies, it is envisioned that a
richer interaction model will emerge. One of the goals for real-
ising this vision is the semantic matching of services. Projects
like [26], [23], and [25] have provided a methodology for the
semantic matchmaking of services in the context of the web.
In particular, [23] uses OWL-S for service description and de-
rives a degree of matching on a discrete scale between a service
request and service advertisements that is based on semantic
affinity.

The decentralisation of ontologies for semantic services fol-
lows closely the evolution of semantic P2P networks. Net-
works such as EDUTELLA [21], assume that not only is
data distributed, but that metadata descriptions are also decen-
tralised and not uniform. As a broader set of assumptions can
be made about resource availability and peer failure rates in
P2P networks, more sophisticated schema mapping techniques
are feasible. A practical model for ontology mapping is pre-
sented in [3].

Finally, gossip protocols have been used in many network
topologies to achieve a tradeoff between efficiency and relia-
bility. Specifically, in [15], a gossip protocol is presented that
provides probabilistic reliability with good scalability proper-
ties in a MANET environment. In [7], a gossip protocol is de-
veloped in the context of a P2P publish-subscribe system that
provides a partial but fixed membership view of the participat-
ing nodes. In our model the node view is modelled after the
partial membership model described in the lightweight proba-
bilistic broadcast paper. The main difference between the gos-
sip protocol presented here and multicast gossip protocols is
the assumption of a large but finite set of data elements (con-
cepts) that need to be pair-wise compared. Multicast gossip
protocols usually involve the transmission of potentially infi-
nite number of packets to all participating nodes.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a novel model to support
semantic service discovery when heterogeneous ontologies are
used in a MANET environment. The model allows progressive
ontology matching to facilitate the emergence of a shared on-
tology, while offering efficient discovery of services through
replication. The model’s reliance on heterogeneous ontologies
makes it suitable for transient and unpredictable interactions.
It uses a randomised gossip protocol that allows tunable per-
formance of concept discovery and matching latency.

A stochastic analysis of the gossip protocol presented in this
paper has been concluded and can be found in [19]. As part of
the analysis, a Markov-based model was constructed in order
to verify the scalability of the protocol. The Markov model
aims to predict the memory consumption, processing overhead
and the probabilistic guarantees for service discovery. The an-
alytical results verify the results of the simulation, further val-
idating our claims.
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